PIGEON SINGAPORE - 9 in 10 Mums Never Looked Back
Lucky Draw

Terms & Conditions:
1. The Contest is open to all Singapore citizens, Permanent Residents and foreigners
residing in Singapore.
2. Employees and their immediate families of PIGEON Singapore (henceforth referred to as
“Organizer”), affiliates, subsidiaries, sponsors, and advertising agencies are not eligible to
participate in the Contest.
3. Contest is open to all individuals with minimum S$40 (including GST) purchase worth of
PIGEON’s nursing bottles or nipples.
4. All submissions are to be done digitally/electronically with a scanned copy/photo of the
valid purchase receipt as a proof-of-purchase via 1) BrandCode App or 2) ShortStack.
5. Potential contestants or winners are subjected to verification of eligibility and compliance
with all terms and conditions set forth.
6. Multiple entries by the same individual are allowed, only with official receipt as proof-ofpurchase and receipt has to be unique for each submission.
7. The promotion period is from 1 May to 30 June 2018. Total of 8 weekly draws and a
grand draw during the promotion period.
8. To qualify for weekly draw, contestants have to submit the entries by 23:59 hrs of each
Sunday during promotion period.
9. To qualify for grand draw, contestants have to submit the entries by 23:59 hrs of
Saturday, 30 June 2018. All entries will qualify for the grand draw, including those who win
during weekly draws.
10. Incomplete forms will be deemed invalid and rejected.
11. By entering the contest, the participants agree to comply with these rules and
regulations. Organizer reserves the right to vary, delete or add to the above terms and
conditions from time to time or terminate this Contest without prior notice.
12. Winners for each draw will be notified by email – the weekly prize on every Monday
after the draw, and the grand prize in the beginning of July. Prizes will be allocated to the
Winners from July 2018.

Winners’ Prizes:
1. Grand prize – 2D1N staycation at Capella Singapore (1 winner), Weekly prize – S$100
worth of PIGEON products (5 winners/week, i.e. total 40 winners).
2. The Contestant with an entry that matches all contest terms and conditions set forth, will
win the stated prize for the Contest. Choice of alternative prize of similar value is at the sole
discretion of the Organizer.
3. Winners will be selected by Organizer. Organizer’s decision is final and no
correspondence on decision made will be entertained.
4. No transfer, substitution or cash equivalent for the Prize is permitted.

5. Prior to prize redemption, all winners must sign a prize acknowledgement form, which
shall be returned to the Organizer. Winners must also present a proof of identity (identity
card / passport wherever applicable) for verification purposes as well. Failure to do so will
result in the forfeiting of their win / prize.

Other Terms & Conditions:
1. Winners will be notified through email and prizes have to be claimed within 30 days from
the date of email.
2. All prizes won must be accepted as rewarded and are not transferable, exchangeable for
cash or kind or extendable in validity. The Organizer reserves the right to substitute the
prizes with others of equivalent value without prior notice.
3. Registration and submission of entries implies automatic acceptance of rules and
regulation of the contest. In the event of dispute, the decision of the Organizer is final.
4. The Organizer shall have the right to reproduce and distribute your Submission for
promotional purposes in broadcast, print and or other media as the Organizer may
determine in their sole discretion, including publishing your name on the Page as part of the
winners’ announcement. You agree that the Organizer owns all rights, title and interests in
any compilation, collective work, or other derivative work created by the Organizer using or
incorporating your Submission in its original or edited format. The copyright and all other
intellectual property rights in and to all information and Submissions shall vest solely and
absolutely in the Organizer without further compensation.
5. If for any reason, all or part of the contest is not capable of being executed as planned, or
infection by computer virus, bugs, tampering, unauthorized intervention, fraud, action of
entrants, technical failures or any other causes beyond the control of the Organizer, that
could lead to corrupt or affect the administration, security, fairness, integrity, or proper
conduct of this Contest, the Organizer reserves the right in their sole discretion to disqualify
any entry or entrant and to cancel, terminate, modify or suspend the contest (in whole or in
part)and/or award the prize(s) from among all eligible entries received as of the date of the
termination.
6. Entries not complying with all rules are subject to disqualification.
7. Any additional expenses incurred by the Contestant for the duration of the Event shall be
borne by said Contestant, as per that governed by Singapore law.
8. The Organizer shall have the right to publish winner's personal details and any relevant
photographs for promotional or publicity purposes without prior notice.
9. In the event of a dispute, the potential winner may be required to provide proof that
he/she is the authorized account holder of the identified email account.
10. The Organizer reserves the right to disqualify anyone who, in their opinion, has
tampered with or disrupted the entry process or operation of this contest or violated rules.

